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Chance is a company driven by our capabilities, we strive to expand and grow the existing business and seek to build or acquire businesses globally, we believe that bringing together, technology, people and businesses is the way forward to create value.
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UNIQUE  & OUTSTANDING
DIGITAL EXPERIENCES

WITH ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGIES!
REQUEST A QUOTE
						




We Are The Best Digital, Experiential And Technology Company



We are a Multi Business Company and we are professionals whether its exporting to the world or getting it to India, you can count on us! Read the juicy bits to fill your senses to choose a wide range of products and services and tell us your requirements.








WE LOVE WHAT WE DO!
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Interactive Floor Projection
Interactive Floor System is a hardware + software solution. It can possibly transform any normal floor into a dynamic and interactive display floor where you can customize any content you desire.

Learn More
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Digital Graffiti Wall
Graffiti wall technology is a unique and exciting product that allows the creation of digital and virtual graffiti on a designated wall.Easy to deploy and out of the ordinary attraction is sure to become a major hit.

Learn More
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360 Video Booth 
360-degree video booth is developed for the events and entertainments industry, using bespoke software with international standards to experience without the compromise on quality and deliverables to the user instantly.

Learn More
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Fog Screen Display
Fog Screen projection screen produces a thin curtain of “dry” fog that serves as a translucent projection screen, displaying images that literally float in the air. The result: stunning, attention-demanding displays.

Learn More
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Touchless Kinect
Kinect is a latest technology for motion sensing applications, this unique input device is equipped with depth sensing and captures video data in 3D format at any given ambience light, auto calibrating the depth....

Learn More
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LED Display Screen
Light Emitting Diode which is commonly known as LED has emerged into a very powerful display medium changing the indoor and outdoor medium forever; an LED Screen consists of 3 main colors Red, Green & Blue diodes

Learn More
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Augmented Reality
The augmented reality system is a term for a live direct or indirect view of a physical real-word environment whose elements are merged with virtual computer-generated imagery.

Learn More
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3D Holobox
This unique Holographic Showcase box is fully integrated on 3D holographic platform that combines the most advanced image processing technologies with a modern showcase.

Learn More
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Rear Projection Film
Rear Projection film has unique qualities like high light transmittance and diffusion, making an excellent color reappearance. It is very useful in displaying;

Learn More
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Transparent Video Showcase
Transparent Video Showcase can create a new evolution in the way people can showcase the products at various establishments. This technology makes unique displays for products..

Learn More
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Virtual Mannequin
Our Virtual Mannequin is an innovative display that synchronizes all the benefits of a projector and the Presenter. It is a customized shape acrylic that interprets to wow customers..

Learn More
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Multi Touch System
Multi-touch System allows people to use hand and finger gestures to interact with multi-media contents, access corporate information, play games, create special effects, art and photographs...

Learn More











WHY CHOOSE US













Our Approach
For us, it's not just work,we take pride in the solutions we deliver. We encourage each others to achieve excellence in all endeavours and we are not satisfied until the projects meet our own personal high standards.







			
Read More













Our Abilities
We have developed a Rapid action framework in our busineess process to uderstand the customer needs precisely which allows us to quickly prototype the requirements, manufacture or source them and deliver it to you globally.







			
Read More







Our Experience
Till date, we have successfully completed hundreds of orders including, Hiring of Display Products, Importing Technology Products , Exporting Fashion Accessories, Apparels, Paper and Printed Materials Worldwide,etc.







			
Read More













Our Support
We've been a well established business in the community.Not only you receive world class products and services but will also gain a partner who will do everything to ensure your requirements are met, we are a no-nonsense team and will always respond promptly when you need us.







			
Read More














Our Key Strength is
Our Work Process





Innovative Process Management will always  help to achieve your project goals, we strategically plan each project with utmost details from the start to the last mile executions.








Understand

Understanding the clients projects and event goals








Research

Defining the exact needs and requirements.








Planning

Detailed Scope of work and budget approvals








Ontime Deliver

Procure, test and support till end mile of the project.









WHAT THEY SAY










You truly deserve appreciation for the success of the Event, it was a great experience to see excellent technologies executed on time and efficiently, we have no more words to appreciate further, it was superb , excellent and awesome. Thank you for everything !!
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Rajendran

Chief - Agarwal Sweets







Trustable event organizers and team...I would tank Mohan sir for support the event at my place..I would for sure preffer them for any events..keep going team.
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Manu

Operations Head- Fulltank







Best experince we had with Mr Mohan , we use  all there latest technology products for our events, they are very prompt in delivering the right product and proper knowledge in media industry, very dedicated and professional attitude . would like to continue there service for future.. gud luck
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Vijaykumar

CEO - Printables
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Chance is a company driven by our capabilities, we strive to expand and grow the existing business and seek to build or acquire businesses globally, we believe that bringing together, technology, people and businesses is the way forward to create value.
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Contact Info

CHANCE GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
	+91 9986 228 804
	info@chancegs.com
	Mon - Sat :9.00 am -9.00 pm
	CHANCE GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
16/5-1, 1st floor, 11th Cross Road, Malleswaram East, Bengaluru,560003, India















info@chancegs.com
Drop Us a Line

+91 9986 228 804
Call Us Now

Bangalore, India
Get Direction
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